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A facility has been developed for the deter-
mination of the ratio of pulse high voltage
dividers over the range from 10 kV to
300 kV using comparative techniques with
Kerr electro-optic voltage measurement sys-
tems and reference resistive voltage di-
viders. Pulse voltage ratios of test dividers
can be determined with relative expanded
uncertainties of 0.4 % (coverage factor
k - 2 and thus a two standard deviation

estimate) or less using the complementary
resistive divider/Kerr cell reference systems.
This paper describes the facility and spe-
cialized procedures used at NISI' for the
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determination of test voltage divider ratios
through comparative techniques. The error
sources and special considerations in the
construction and use of reference voltage
dividers to minimize errors are discussed,
and estimates of the measurement uncer-

tainties are presented.
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1. Introduction

Accurate high voltage measurements are required by
the electric power industry for instrumentation, meter-
ing, and testing applications [1, 2]. Similarly, there is a
need for accurate measurements of high voltages in
pulsed power machines to monitor and optimize ma-
chine operation [3]. The accurate measurement of fast
transient voltages is also important in the assessment of
their effects on electrical power equipment and insula-
tion in order to improvesystemreliability. Additionally,
for the correct evaluationof transient voltage effects on
apparatus or dielectrics, the peak voltageand waveshape
must be accurately known.

Steady-state high voltages can be measured with
much smaller uncertainties than high-voltage transients
can be. For example, calibrations of dc high-voltage
dividers for divider ratio have been routinely performed
in the range of 10kV to 100kV with relativeuncertain-
ties of less than 0.01 % [4]. ACdivider ratios have been
calibrated over the same voltage range [4] with 0.05 %
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relative uncertainties. High-voltage impulses, on the
other hand, are much more difficult to measure accu-
rately because of the wide-bandwidth devices and
instrumentationnecessary to faithfully capture the high-
frequency components of these transient signals. Typi-
cally, the measurement devices used for scaling the
voltagesto measurablelevelsmust be physicallylarge to
be capableof withstandingthe high voltages imposed on
them and their large size makes them susceptible to
wavepropagation effects, pickup of extraneous signals,
stray capacitance, and residual inductance effects that
distort the measurements of fast transients. Recently,
international standards on high-voltage test techniques
have been introduced that require voltage dividers used
in high-voltageimpulse measurements to be traceable to
national standards [1, 5]. A facility for the testing of
pulse voltage dividershas been developed in response to
the needs of the electric power and the pulsed power
communities. The facility consists of a set of Kerr
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electro-optic measurement systems having overlapping
voltageranges and a reference voltagedivider. The Kerr
systems are well-suited for impulse voltage measure-
ments because of their excellent high-frequency
response characteristics and relative immunity from
electromagnetic interference. The reference voltage
dividers developed at NIST are physically small, oil-
immersed devices with response times of the order of
10-9s. The measurement systemsdescribed in this paper
are designed for testing compact resistive high-voltage
dividers of the type used in pulse power machines, but
the techniquesare applicable to the testingof free-stand-
ing impulse voltage dividers used by the electric power
industry.

This paper describes techniques developedat NIST to
reduce the measurement uncertainties in high-voltage
impulse measurements made with two types of high-
voltagedevices: resistivehigh-voltagedividers and elec-
tro-optic Kerr cells. These two types of systems are
based on very different measurement principles. The
voltage divider samples a fraction of the input voltage
that can be easily measured with an analogoscilloscope
or digitizer. The divider itself must have adequate insu-
lation and physical dimensions large enough to with-
stand the full applied voltage, but must also have the
wide bandwidth necessary to scale microsecond or
submicrosecond high-voltage transients with minimal
distortion. Additionally, the voltage recorder must have
sufficientresolution to measure the fast waveforms.Kerr
cells, on the other hand, are electro-optic transducers
whose optical transmission properties depend upon the
applied voltage. They are inherently fast because their
response is limited primarily by molecularreorientation
times of the Kerr liquid, which are subnanosecond [6].
Additional restrictions on the temporal response of the
Kerr cell measurement systemare imposed by the band-
width limitations of the photodetector used to measure
the transmitted light. The improvements in measure-
ment techniques using both dividers and Kerr cells en-
able the determination of divider ratios of test dividers
with less than 0.4 % expanded relative uncertainties.
The uncertainty is establishedusing a coveragefactor of
k = 2 and is thus a 2 standard deviation estimate [7, 8].
The definition of expanded measurement uncertainties
is found in Refs. [7] and [8], and will be discussed in
subsequent sections of this paper. The level of uncer-
tainty of 0.4 % is less than the requirements of the
standards applicable to high-voltage impulse measure-
ments by nearly an order of magnitude for ordinary
laboratory dividers, and by over a factor of two for
reference measurement systems [1, 5]. The next section
of this paper presents a description of the reference
voltage divider systemdeveloped at NIST followedby a

discussion of the design and operation of Kerr electro-
optic measurement systems.The paper concludes with a
discussion of the comparative measurement techniques
used for determination of the ratios of pulse voltage
dividers.

2. NIST Impulse Voltage Divider Mea-
surement System

2.1 Resistive Divider Measurement Uncertainties

The purpose of an impulse voltage dividermeasuring
system is to provide a means of reducing the high-
voltage signal to levels which are compatible with data
recording equipment. In the ideal case, the voltage
divider linearly scales the high voltage U with a fixed
ratio DR:

U = DRV , (1)

where, since the output voltage V is measured at the
voltage recorder, DR is an overall ratio for the system
consisting of a voltage divider, signal cables, and termi-
nator, as shown in Fig. 1. The stray capacitances and
residual inductances associated with resistive dividers,
however, cause them to have a ratio that is frequency-
dependent. For accurate impulse voltage measurements
it is necessary to have a divider ratio that is relatively
constant throughout the frequency range of interest.The
NIST reference divider is designed to have a constant
ratio overthis frequency range, which for measurements
of impulse voltages having characteristic times of the
order of microseconds is from dc to 107Hz [9]. The
reference voltage divider designated NISTN shown in
Fig. 2 has been designed and constructed at NIST.
NISTN is a compact device that is placed in a large
oil-filled tank containing the output pulse transformer
of the high-voltage generating circuit. The NISTN
divider is placed adjacent to the divider under test
(DUT) as shown in the figure.

The voltage range and divider ratio of the NISTN
divider were selected to be comparable to the dividers to
be tested. NISTN has been designed with a nominal
resistance of 104n, a nominal divider ratio of 5250:1,
and covers the voltagerange from 10kV to 300 kV.The
output of the divider is connected to a 50 n coaxial
cable approximately 5 m in length that is terminated at
the voltage recorder end by switchable attenuator. The
attenuator terminates the cable in its characteristic

impedance and optionally provides an additional factor
of 10:1 attenuation.
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Fig. 1. Resistive divider and Kerr electro-optic high-voltage impulse measurement systems. The basic system consists of a light source, crossed

polarizers, Kerr cell, photodetector, amplifier, and oscilloscope. (DUT is the divider under test.)
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Fig. 2. Photo of NISfN and divider under test (DUT).
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The standard uncertainty, (i.e., a 1 standard deviation
estimate) of the high voltage measured by the reference
divider NISTN, 8(U), is found by applying the law of
propagation of uncertainty to Eq. (1):

82(U) = V282(DR) + D~82(V),

where 8(DR) and 8(V) are the standard uncertainties of
the ratio DR and output voltage V, respectively. The
relative standard uncertainty in the high voltage, 8r(U) is

8r(U) = [8~(DR) + 8~(V)]1I2,

where 8~(U) == 82(U)/(U)2, 8~(DR)== 82(DR)/D~, and
8~(V) == 82(V)/V2.The law of propagationof uncertain-
ties can be foundin the Appendix A of this paper and in
Ref. [8]. To minimize the uncertainty in the measured
high voltage, the uncertainties in both the reference
divider ratio and the measured divider output voltage,
8r(DR)and 8r(V), respectively,must be minimized; the
major sourcesof these uncertaintiesare givenin Table1.
The overall ratio DRis determined by the impedances of
the signal cables, signal and divider grounds, and atten-
uator, in addition to those of the divider itself. The
uncertainty in DR is primarily associated with uncer-
tainties in the measurement system impedances while
the uncertainty in the output voltageis primarily associ-
ated with uncertainties in the scale factors of the voltage
recorder. The other factors listed in Table 1 are mini-
mized through careful design and shielding of the mea-
surement system.

Thble 1. Possible sources of voltage divider measurement uncertain-
ties

Effect Parameter affected

Nonconstant scale factor over

frequency range of interest

DR

Heating of windings (divider ratio
dependent on temperature)

DR

Voltage coefficient (divider ratio

dependent on voltage)

DR

Poor circuit grounding DR

Pickup of radiated and coupled signals v

Voltage recorder signal distortion v

The NIST reference voltage divider is of the resistive
type, i.e., the device's impedance is primarily resistive.

(2)

NISTN does, however, have stray capacitances and
residual inductances that cannot be entirely eliminated.
The divider has a capacitive shield to grade the voltage
along its high-voltage arm to eliminate partial dis-
charges at the high-voltage input and to reduce pickup
of unwanted radiated and coupled signals that distort the
scaling of the high voltage.These intrinsic capacitances
and inductances would cause a frequency-dependent
divider ratio DR,but for the NISTN divider DRdeviates
significantly from its low-frequency value only at fre-
quencies outside the range for which the impulse wave-
forms to be measured have significant components, i.e.,
> 107Hz. This is experimentally verified through mea-
surement of the low-voltagestep response of the divider
measurement systemby applying a dc voltageof approx-
imately 200 V to the divider and then connecting it to
ground through a fast switch such as a mercury-wetted
relay. The step response technique is also described in
the IEEE and IEC standards on high-voltage impulse
measurements [1, 5]. The step response of the NISTN
divider is shown in Fig. 3. The response time as defined
in IEEE Standard 4 [1] was calculated to be less than
15 ns [10] and thus qualifies for accurate measurement
of standard lightning impulses having characteristic
times of microseconds. The step response reaches
steady state after about 90 ns.

(3)

Fig. 3. Setup response of NISfN voltage divider.

In addition to the capacitance ring at the high-voltage
input used to grade the voltage along the length of the
high-voltagearm, NISTN has a small ring at the bottom
of the high-voltage arm. Unwanted signals, such as
those radiated from the high-voltage switch that are
coupled to the divider near its high-voltage input, are
attenuated and their distortions of the low voltageoutput
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signal from the divider are small. If they are coupled
directly to the bottom of the high-voltage arm they are
attenuated less and their distorting effects are greater,
but by placing a small capacitive ring at the bottom, this
area of the high-voltage arm is shielded from undesir-
able radiated signals. The same is true of unwanted
signals coupled directly from the high-voltage input to
the lowerwindings of thehigh-voltagearm; pickup from
external sources is thereby minimized. A test is per-
formed to ensure that this pickup is negligible. The
high-voltageinput to the voltage divider is disconnected
from the impulse generatorand connected to ground, the
generator is energized at a test voltage level, and the
output of the voltage divider is measured. The pickup is
found to be substantially less than 0.1 % of what the
normal output of the divider would be at that voltage
level.The penalty paid for including a capacitance ring
at the bottom of the high-voltage arm is an increase in
the response time and a frequency-dependent divider
ratio. This is not a significant problem since the capaci-
tance added by the ring is not excessive and the mea-
sured response time of less than 15 ns is still small
enough for the divider to measure microsecond
impulses accurately.

Another source of uncertainty in impulse measure-
ments is poor ground connections between the voltage
divider, which is located near the high-voltage genera-
tor, and the voltage recorder, which is located in a
shieldedroom at a distance of some fivemeters from the
generator. To avoid problems of pickup and voltage
drops across the signal cable ground, the cable is run
through a braided sheath placed on a copper sheet
15.2cm wide connected to the signal ground at both the
divider and oscilloscope ends. The effective dc ground
impedance is measured to be less than 30 mn, making
this source of uncertainty in the divider ratio negligible.

2.2 Pulse Level Line (PLL) Method

The second term in Eq. (3), 8;(V), is associated with
the voltage measurement. Through the use of a special
technique known as the pulse level line (PLL) method,
conventionalanalog storage oscilloscopes which gener-
ally have specified relative uncertainties of the order of
1 % can have relativestandard uncertainties in the mea-

sured output voltage peak reduced to less than 0.1 %
[11].Variationsof a basic method called the "slideback"
measurement technique, which uses a voltage reference
or references, are used to ensure or improve the accu-
racy of a peak impulse voltage measurement. In the
slideback technique, an offset voltage is applied to a
storageoscilloscope input and the peak of the impulse is
measured relative to a known dc voltage level that is
applied to the oscilloscope input after the impulse

.. --.---.-- --. --- ----

voltage is measured. Because the dc level provides an
independent voltage reference, it is possible to use a
more sensitive vertical scale on the oscilloscope than
wouldotherwise be required if the ground line was used
as reference. Similarly, in another commonly-used
method called the "level line" measurement technique,
the peak measurement is based upon two dc level lines
which are selected to be slightly greater and slightly
smaller in amplitude than the peak of the impulse.

The accuracy of these methods relies upon the as-
sumption that the oscilloscope amplifier circuits have
the same response to the voltage impulse as they do to
the dc stimulus. If there are slight differences in how the
oscilloscopeamplifier responds to an impulse versus dc,
then the dc level line and slideback methods do not

provide the best accuracy for the peak voltage measure-
ment. Wehavetherefore deviseda method to provide the
application of reference voltage levels to the oscillo-
scope in the form of fast-rising voltage steps. This
method more closely simulates the conditions under
which impulse voltages are measured and avoidspossi-
ble problemsassociated with differences between the dc
and the impulsemeasurement amplifier responses. Thus
the amplifier is stimulated by the calibration level lines
in a manner similar to the impulse to be measured. The
voltage at the oscilloscope input does not instanta-
neously rise to the level line voltage when it is applied,
but rather rises as (l-e-t1j, where 'Tis the charging time
constantof the oscilloscope and is less than lOOns.The
pulse level line comparisons are made only at times
longer than 8'Twhen the level line is within 0.034 % of
the final level. A photographic record of the storage
oscilloscope screen with the PLL traces is shown in
Fig. 4.

The relativestandarduncertainty in the output voltage
peak 8r(Vp)using the PLL method is estimated to be
approximately 0.06 %, as shown in Appendix A. The
PLL technique has been verified by measuring a stan-
dard voltagestep maintained by the Electricity Division
at NIST [12]. The average of four measurements of the
5 V step using the PLL technique was within 0.02 % of
its calibrated value.

Components of the standard uncertainty in the
NISTN divider ratio due to the effects listed in Table 1
are minimized through the design and shielding consid-
erations described above. The relative expanded uncer-
tainty (coverage factor of k = 2 and thus a 2 standard
deviation estimate) in the test divider ratio is less than
0.4 %, which is based upon a relative standard uncer-
tainty in the reference divider ratio 8r(DR)that is esti-
mated to be less than 0.2 % through comparison with
Kerr cell measurement systems, as described in
AppendixA. Using the estimate for 8r(Vp)of 0.06 % and
the estimate for 8r(DR),the relative expanded relative
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Fig. 4. Photographic record of the storage oscilloscope screen. The three traces
shown are: the impulse voltage measured from a precision high-voltage divider and
two reference levellines.

uncertainty in the peak voltage measured by the test
divider is foundfrom Eq. (3) to be less than 0.4 %, using
a coverage factor of two. This is more than a factor of
two smaller than the requirement of 1 % uncertainty in
peak voltage measurement for reference measurement
systems as defined by international standards.

Kerr cell measurement systemsare far more compli-
cated than those based on dividers. They therefore re-
quire greater care and are usually limited to use in con-
trolled laboratory environments.They havebeen used at
NIST and elsewhere for many years for the measure-
ment of high electric fields and high voltages because
their excellent measurement uncertainty at high-voltage
can exceed that of voltage dividers [13, 14, 15, 16, 17].
Kerr cell systemsand the techniques used with them for
high-voltageimpulse measurementsare described in the
next section.

3. Kerr Electro-Optic Impulse Voltage
Measurement Systems

3.1 Theoryof Operationof Kerr Cells

Kerr cells are electro-optic transducers whose optical
properties change when high voltage is applied to them.
A typical Kerr cell and major components of the optical
system are shown in Fig. 1. The system consists of a light
source, a Kerr cell with polarizers at its input and output,
a light detector for optical to electrical conversion, and
a voltage recorder to measure the detector output. The
Kerr cell itself is essentially a parallel plate capacitor
connected to the high-voltage circuit at the point where

- --- - ----

the voltage is to be measured; the electric field between
the plates is uniform. The cell contains a Kerr liquid
such as nitrobenzene (CJIsN02) which becomes bire-

fringent when high voltage is applied to the electrodes of
the cell: the electric field between them induces a differ-

ence between the index of refraction for light linearly
polarized in the direction parallel to the field, nz' and
light polarized perpendicular to it, ny. This induced
difference in the refractive indices is proportional to the
square of the electric field between the electrodes, £2:

dn = nz- ny = B£2. (4)

In this equation,B is known as the Kerr coefficient and
has both a temperature and wavelength dependence.
Nitrobenzene has the largest known Kerr coefficient
among dielectric liquids having fast response character-
istics. As illustrated in Fig. 1, the incident light beam
passes through a polarizer that has its optical axis
oriented - 450 to the direction of the applied electric
field between the plates so that at the entrance to the
Kerr cell the light is linearlypolarized with components
of equal magnitude and phase in the y and z directions.
The induced birefringence results in a phase delay
between these componentsof the incident beam as they
pass through the cell so that at the output of the cell the
polarization is changed from linear to elliptical. This
change in polarization is measured using an analyzer at
the cell output that is oriented perpendicularly to that of
the polarizer at the input. With no applied voltage,very
little of the incident beam reaches the photodetector.
Figure 5 shows the measured intensity of the beam
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at the Kerr cell output that is oriented perpendicularlyto
that of the polarizer at the input. With no applied
voltage, very little of the incident beam reaches the
photodetector. Figure5 showsthe measured intensity of
the beam at the Kerr cell output as a high-voltage im-
pulse is applied, with the applied voltage shown for
comparison. As the voltage increases, the induced
change in the polarization of the beam causes more and
more of the beam to be passed by the analyzeruntil the
transmission is maximized. Further increases in the ap-
plied voltage causes less light to be transmitted until
minimum transmission is reached again. As the voltage
is increased even further, the light transmission in-
creases again and the cycle is repeated.
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The number of oscillations in light intensity is deter-
mined by the amplitude of the applied voltage and the
cell constant, a parameter that at constant temperature
is fixed by the cell geometry and Kerr electro-optic
coefficient B of the liquid.The relation of the measured
output light intensity I to the applied voltage U for an
ideal Kerr measurement system is given by [18]

111m = sin2[( 1T/2)(U/umi]. (5)

1mis the light intensity at maximum transmission. The
cell constant Um is defined as

Um = d/(2Bl)I/2, (6)
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Fig. S. Ken- Measurement system output signal. a) the sinusoidal variation in light

intensity produced by the Ken- cell and polarizers as measured by the photodetector,

b) the applied voltage as measured by a precision high-voltage divider.
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where d is the electrode spacing and I is the electrode
length. The term "cell constant" has an historical basis
and in fact is not strictly constantbecause it is a function
of the Kerr coefficient B, which changes with tempera-
ture and wavelength.The high-voltageimpulse measure-
ments are made with monochromatic light and tempera-
ture correctionsto Um are made using the measured
temperature dependenceof B for nitrobenzene [19]. The
dependence of B on temperature T is given by

B(T) = ao + al 11 + a212,

where the parameters ao, ah and a2 that produce the
best fit to measured data are given in Ref. [19] and also
the Appendix to this paper. The relationshipbetween the
cell constant at temperature T2and the cell constant at
temperatur~ TI is from Eq. (6)

Um2 = Uml [B(T1)/B(T2)]1/2. (8)

where Uml ==Um(TI) and Um2==Um(T2). In general, the
Kerr cell constant is calibrated at temperature TI and
corrected using Eqs. (7) and (8) to the temperature T2 ,
which is the cell temperature at the time of test divider
calibration.

Equation (6) is derived by assuming that the applied
electric field encountered by the light beam is uniform
and contained entirely between the plate electrodes.
Since there are always nonuniform fringing fields at the
edgesof the electrodes,the Kerrcell constantUm will
differ from that calculated using Eq. (6). However, the
edge effects can be accounted for by replacing the elec-
trode length I with an effective electrode length II in
Eq. (6).

Each half-cycle of the Kerr output waveform is his-
torically called a "fringe" because it is the result of
either constructive or destructive interference of the

orthogonal components of the output light beam, as in
an interference fringe pattern. The fringe number n is
defined as the square of the ratio of the voltage applied
to the cell to the cell constant:

n == (U/Um)2. (9)

The applied voltage at any time t can then be recon-
structed from the Kerr waveformby substituting Eq. (9)
into Eq. (5) and solving for n to get

{

N + ~ sin-I .Jf¥}. N even,
n(t) ==

N 1 2. -I lf9(t) N odd+ --sm -
'1T 1m ' ,

(10)

which can be summarized as

n(t) == N + 2 (~- int(~))

+ ( I)
N 2 . -1

1f9
(t)- -sm -

'1T 1m . (11)

(7)

Here, N ==int(n) is the integer part of n and int(N/2) is
the integer part of N /2. The voltage is found from
Eq. (9) to be

U = n 112 Um. (12)

The high voltage input can be calculated from the Kerr
cell output waveformusing Eq. (12).

3.2 Sources of Uncertainty in Kerr Cell Measure-
ments

The accuracy of the Kerr measurement depends upon
several system characteristics listed in Table 2. Addition-
ally, the measurements are sensitive to other effects,
particularly the presence of electric charges within the
liquid which distort the normally uniform electric field
between the electrodes. In general, the Kerr cell re-
sponse time is in the IOns range or less and is more than
adequate for the measurement of microsecond tran-
sients. The same is true of the bandwidths of voltage
recorders such as analog oscilloscopes and digitizers,
which can exceed 108 Hz.

The peak voltage U of an impulse may be found from
Eq. (12) by counting the number of fringes (cycles) n of
the waveform of the type shown in Fig. 5, and using the
Kerr cell constant Um2, which is the Kerr cell constant
calculatedfromUml byapplyingthe correctionfor tem-
perature. The relative standard uncertainty in the peak
voltage measurement, 8;(U), is found from Eq. (12) to
be (see Appendix A)

8r(U) = [8;(n )/4 + 8;(Um)]1/2, (13)

where as before 8r(U) == 8(U)/U, and where 8r(n) ==

8(n )/n, and 8r(Um)== 8( Um)/Um are the relative standard

uncertainties in the fringe number and Kerr cell con-
stant, respectively. Equation (13) illustrates a useful
property of Kerr cells for the measurement of high-
voltage impulses: If the standard uncertainty in the
fringe number 8(n) is only a fraction of a fringe and is
independentof fringe number, the relative standard un-
certainty 8r(n) decreases with increasing n (i.e., as the
applied voltage increases). In the limit of very large
fringe number the relative standard uncertainty 8r(U)
depends solelyupon the cell constant uncertainty. Thus,
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the uncertainty at higher voltages may be less than
at lower voltages. This upper bound in the standard
uncertainty in the fringe number can be understood by
examining Eq. (10), which shows that n comprises two
components, an integer fringe number N, and a frac-
tional component. The uncertainty in the fringe number
then has two components, namely the uncertainties in
the integer and fractional parts. The uncertainty in the
integer part N is negligiblebecause the large difference
in the measured peak voltage determined with the Kerr
cell systemand either the reference or test divider would
be immediately apparent if N was miscounted,even if by
only one integerfringe. The uncertainty in the fractional
part is less than 0.006, as estimated in the Appendix A,
and therefore 8(n) is bounded.

Thble 2. Possible sources of uncertainty in high-voltage impulse
measurements with Kerr cells

Type of
effect

Description Parameters affected

Optical Light source intensity stability
Spectral purity of light
Beam width

Alignment of beam with central
axis of cell

Alignment of polarizers

Beam bending due to polarizers
Internal reflections within the cell

Presence of additional birefringent
elements

Urn
I,Irn

I,Irn
Urn

I,Irn

I,Irn

Urn
Urn

Electro-

optical
Purity of Kerr liquid
Presence of significant electric charge

(space charge)

Temperature variations in the Kerr
liquid

Electric field uniformity between cell
electrodes

Photodetector dynamic response and
linearity

Dimensional changes in the cell due
to temperature changes

Voltage recorder signal distortion

Dynamic response of Kerr cell

I,Irn
Urn

Urn

Urn

Urn

Urn

I,Irn

Urn

Electrical

The uncertainty in the measured fringe number arises
from those sources listed in Table 2 that affect 1 and 1m.

Even if these sources produce a standard uncertainty in
the fringe number as large as 0.01, the relative standard
uncertainty is reduced to the order of 0.1 % for voltage
levels producing more than ten fringes.

The Kerr voltage measurement system used at NISf
for testing of compact voltage dividers uses an intensity-
stabilized helium-neon laser as a light source which has
negligible variation in the intensity 1mover the measure-
ment time window of less than 15 J-l-S.The effects of

--'- +..

positioningthe optical elements in the measurementsys-
tem are two-fold: first, misalignment of the polarizers
introduces a constant phase shift between the beam
components in the y and z directions in addition to that
produced by the induced birefringence; and second,
misalignmentof the beam results in a change in effec-
tive path length i' which changes the cell constant ac-
cording to Eq. (6). The dependence of effective length
on position of the beam has been derived by Thacher
[20]:

i' - i {I +(d/ l1r)

[1 + 0.5 In(2'1Tz/d)/sin(2'1Tz/d)]}. (14)

In this equation, the electrode spacing is d, the physical
electrode length is i, and the vertical displacement from
the center of the parallel, horizontally-mounted elec-
trodes isz. If the error in position z is 10 % (z/d = 0.01),
then the resultant change in i' is less than 0.05 % for
d = 0.635 cm and i -15.24 cm. With proper care in
alignment, significant errors in the effective cell con-
stant are avoided.

The dynamic response of the Kerr cell is a potential
source of error in the effective cell constant, but this is
limited by the dipolar relaxation time T, which charac-
terizes the dependence of dielectric constant on the
frequency of the applied electric field, known as the
dielectric dispersion. Measurements of the dielectric
constant of nitrobenzene, however, show it to be
frequency-independent from dc to 108 Hz [21]. The
errors for the pulses used in divider tests, which have
minimal frequency components abovea few megahertz,
are also believed to be negligible.

To minimize the uncertainties and errors of Kerr cell
measurements, the linearity of the opto-electrical
photodetector must be calibrated and maintained to
within 1% or less. The absence of significant nonlinear-
ity in the Kerr measurement is seen in Fig. 6, which
shows the measured output of the Kerr cell system.The
curve superimposed upon the measured curve is that
calculated from the applied voltage measured simulta-
neously by the reference voltage divider and calculated
using Eq. (9). The curves are normalized to emphasize
the difference in their temporal responses. Althoughthe
fitted waveformdoes not match the measured waveform
at the points corresponding to the peak voltage in Fig. 6,
the relative difference in the fringe numbers calculated
from the two waveforms is less than 0.02 %. The oper-
ating conditions of the photodetectors have been opti-
mized to have nonlinearities of less than 0.1 % [11].

The oscilloscopes and digital recorders used in the
calibrations have 3 dB bandwidths between 100 MHz

and 400 MHz, which are adequate for the measurement
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Fig. 6. Ideal and actual Kerr measurement system output waveforms. The actual mea-
sured Kerr system waveform with the ideal waveform calculated from Eq. (I) superim-

posed.

of approximately 100 fringes with the pulses used for
the testing of dividers. There are practical upper limits
to the number of fringes that are usable when analog
storage oscilloscopes are used to record the Kerr traces.
The practical limit with analog storage devices is the
resolution of the measured Kerr fringes as determined
by the width of the trace and the "bloom" of the storage
screen. This limit has been found to be approximately
100 fringes.

In addition to the uncertainties in the measured
fringes, the major source of the uncertainties in Kerr
measurements is the value of the Kerr cell constant Uml,

calibrated at temperature TI' used to calculate the peak
voltage from the Kerr trace. This value is calibrated
through comparison of pulse voltage measurements
with a secondreference voltagedivider. Uncertainties in
the cell constant correction are introduced through the
uncertainty in the measurement of the cell temperature,
which is less than 0.1 °C. This uncertainty in cell con-

stant could be reduced if the Kerr cell calibration could
be performed using ac or dc voltages since the ratios of
steady-statevoltage dividers such as those used for dc or
ac voltagesare known with much loweruncertainty than
impulse dividers. The difficulty in performing the Kerr
cell calibrations with ac or dc is that significant electric
charge appears in the liquid when the voltage is applied
for times greater than 1~ s that appreciablydistorts the
electric field in the electrode gap. The field distortion
modifies the relationship between the field in the center
of the cell and the voltage on the electrodes so that
Eq. (5) is no longer valid. The cell must therefore be
calibrated using impulse voltages, where the effects of
charges in the liquid are insignificant for times typically
less than 100 fJ.S[18].

NIST maintains a pair of Kerr cells with overlapping
ranges. Cell B has a characteristic Kerr cell constant of
6.4 kV at 21.2 °C and Cell C has one of 46.8 kV at
24.2 °C.When pulses having peak voltagesof 50 kV to
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60 kV are applied, the output of Cell C has only one or
two fringes while that of Cell B has nearly 100 fringes.
The large fringe number from Cell B provides much
lower uncertainty in the peak voltages measured in this
range than Cell C. At higher voltages, the Kerr measure-
ments with Cell C have smaller uncertainties than at the

lower voltages levels.
The NISfN divider together with the Kerr cell

systems have been used in complementary fashion to
calibrate other compact impulse dividers using compar-
ative measurements. These techniques are described in
the next section.

4. Comparative Measurement Techniques

Impulse voltage measurement systems invariably in-
troduce some distortion due to inadequate bandwidth,
voltage coefficient, and other factors. This distortion
maybe either negligibleor totallyunacceptable,depend-
ing on the allowable uncertainties associated with the
particular measurement requirement. According to
IEEE and IEC standards [1,5], a system which is used
to measure standard lightning impulses should have an
uncertainty of less than 3 % in peak voltage measure-
ments. For reference measurement systems the stan-
dards require an uncertainty of 1 % in peak voltage
measurement. The standards also recommend that the
dynamic behavior of the measurement system can be
evaluated by using parameters obtained from the step
response, but a more reliable and simplified method

prescribed by the standard is based on simultaneous
measurements of a high-voltageimpulse by an indepen-
dent reference system and the system under test. As a
first step, international comparativemeasurements were
made in four national laboratories and the relativediffer-

ences among them were reported [22]. Investigations
have also been made of the interactions between two
systems configured for simultaneous measurements and
of methods for minimizing these interactions [9].

Determinations of the voltage divider ratio of a test
divider are performed at NISf by making simultaneous
measurements with a well-characterized measurement
system-either the reference voltage divider, Kerr cell,
or both. The peak voltage measured by the reference
system is used with the output voltageof the test divider
to determine the unknown divider ratio DRaccording to
Eq. (1). For compact dividers the comparison is made
between the test divider and the reference divider,
NISTN, in which the test and reference dividers are
placed side-by-side under oil, close to the output of the
impulse voltagegenerator, and connected to the genera-
tor with a very low-impedance conductor. The Kerr
system is also placed close to both dividers and con-
nected to the impulse generator via a low-impedance
conductor. The Kerr cell system, seen in Fig. 7, is im-
mersed in a mineral oil bath located on top of the im-
pulse generator. The oil bath prevents flashover around
the cell and partial discharges on the surface of the cell
when high-voltage pulses are applied, and also provides
temperature stability. Temperature measurements are
periodically taken for correction of the cell constant.

r~

Fig. 7. Kerr cell and high-voltage impulse generator. The Kerr cell is immersed in an oil bath to
provide temperature stability. The oil-filled tank beneath the Kerr cell contains the high-voltage pulse
transformer and both the reference divider and divider under test.

~ --
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The high-voltagepulse generator consists of a pulse-
forming network (PFN) charged to a high dc voltage
that is switched into a pulse transformer. The pulse
shape can be modified somewhat by simply removingor
adding inductors in the PFN circuit. The waveformthat
is typically used in the testing of impulse dividers is
Gaussian-shaped, having a full width at half maximum
of approximately 8 J.1.sand a total duration of less than
15 J.1.s.

Preliminary measurements of the test divider are
made before placing the divider into the test system.The
resistive components measured include the resistances
of the high-voltage arm, low voltage arm, cable center
conductor, sheath, and terminator. The overall voltage
ratio is then calculated from the equivalent circuit and
the measured resistance values. After the divider is in-
stalled in the test system,the dc voltage ratio is foundby
applying a range of dc voltagesbetween 25 V and 250 V
to the test divider and simultaneously measuring the
input and output with precision digital multimeters. The
pickup test described in Sec. 2.1 is performed by
grounding the input to the test divider in situ and ener-
gizing the impulse generator. The final low voltage test
on the divider that is made is the step response measure-
ment where a dc voltage is applied to the divider and
then rapidly switched to ground via a mercury-wetted
relay. The output of the divider is measured to ensure
that the response time of the divider is not excessively
long. The test divider step response is similar to the
NISTN step response shown in Fig. 3.

To evaluate the impulse voltage ratio of a resistive
divider under test the followingprocedure isused: When
the high-voltage impulse is applied, the oscilloscopes
are simultaneouslytriggered to capture the output wave-
forms of the NIST reference divider, the divider under
test, and the Kerr cell, or some combinationof the three.
Two dual-channel analog storage oscilloscopes having
bandwidths of 100 MHz are used to capture the three
waveforms. Photographs of the stored waveforms are
taken within a few seconds and position measurements
of the level lines, peak voltages, and Kerr waveform
parameters are made with a caliper mounted on a platen
which secures the photographs. A computer program
has been written to perform the calculations for the peak
output voltage from the measurements from the Kerr
cell and from the dividers. The heights of the pulse level
lines and of the divider output voltage peak are entered
with the level line voltages for each divider and the
reference divider ratio. The peak output voltages are
then calculated according to the pulse level line tech-
nique. The heights of the baseline intensity 10,intensity
maximum 1m,and intensity 1 corresponding to the
voltage peak are measured from the Kerr waveformand
entered along with the Kerr cell temperature and Kerr

cell constantUm at the calibrationtemperatureTl. The
program calculates the peak input voltages applied to
the NIST divider and Kerr cell system and provides a
hardcopy output. The ratio of the test divider is deter-
mined using both NISTN and the Kerr cell as reference
and displays the difference of the two to ensure the
consistency of the results. The unknown divider ratio is
found in this way over the desired voltage range, typi-
cally 10 kV to 300 kV.

The expanded uncertainty in the test divider ratio
overthis voltage range determined by the comparison is
estimated to be less than 0.4 % using a coverage factor
of k = 2. The test pulse voltage dividers are used as
reference dividers by other laboratories such as Sandia
National Laboratories, which has developed an auto-
mated calibration systemfor reference/test divider com-
parisons [23]. The divider ratio of the reference divider
measurement system NISTN determined by calculation
from the measurements of its component resistancesand
from low voltage measurements at dc agree to within
0.1 %. The expanded relative uncertainty of the refer-
ence divider ratio estimated through comparisons with
reference Kerr cell systemsusing high-voltageimpulses
is less than 0.2 %. Efforts continue at NIST to further
reduce this uncertainty. Techniques are being developed
for the characterizationof the Kerr cell constantUm

through comparison with a reference divider using digi-
tal rather than analog recorders. The digitized data per-
mit the comparison to be made over the entire impulse
voltage waveform,instead of only at the voltage peak as
done with the analog oscilloscopes. Curve fitting tech-
niques have been used with Eq. (6) to find the cell
constant that minimizes the error between the fitted and
calculated curves using the voltage waveform deter-
mined by the reference divider [24].

NIST also has the capability of testing the ratio of
free-standing voltage dividers. The accuracy in impulse
measurements at high voltages that is possible with
compact dividers immersed directly in the tank housing
the output pulse transformer of the high-voltage genera-
tor is greater than that achievable with free-standing
dividers, but uncertainties in the ratio determination of
less than 1 % may be achievable. The free-standing
reference divider NIST4 is similar in design to the
NISTN divider: The high-voltage arms are similar, con-
sistingof resistivewire counterwoundon a glass ceramic
substrate and surrounded by insulating oil; the low-
voltage side is an array of parallel discrete resistors [10].
NIST has a 500 kV Marx-type impulse generator used
to produce standard lightning impulses, which haverise-
times of approximately 1.5 J.1.Sand fall to half the peak
value in 50 J.1.s.The Marx impulse voltage generator
produces more radiated noise than the pulse-forming
network (PFN)-type and therefore unwanted signals of
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significant amplitude may be coupled to the free-
standing dividers. A 600 kV PFN-type generator is
presently being installed and tested. Its use should
reduce the uncertainties due to pickup of extraneous
signals in impulse measurements using free-standing
voltage dividers.

5. Conclusion

The NIST test facility enables the determination of
the ratio of compact pulse voltage dividers with
expanded relativeuncertainties of less than 0.4 % using
a coverage factor of k = 2. The ratio determinations are
made through comparative measurements with both a
reference voltage divider and Kerr electro-optic mea-
surement system. NIST continues efforts to improve
high impulse voltage measurements with free-standing
voltage dividers to reduce uncertainties even further
below the 1 % level to support the international stan-
dards governing high-voltage test techniques used by
industrial laboratories, which require the verification
that uncertainties in impulse voltage measurements not
exceed 1 % as determined through direct intercompari-
son with reference measurement systems traceable to
national standards laboratories [1, 5].

6. Appendix A. Uncertainty Consider-
ations

The uncertainties of the voltage ratio of the divider
under test (DUT) are dependent upon the uncertainties
associated with the measurement of the output voltages
of the DUT, a reference measurement system which is
either a reference voltage divider or a photodetector that
is used with a Kerr cell, and the uncertainties associated
with the relationships of these reference output voltages
to their input voltages. The input voltages to the DUT
and the reference measurement system are the same
since they are connected in parallel. The expanded
uncertainty in the voltage ratio of the test divider is
estimated beginning with the simple relationship
between the input and output voltages for a resistive
voltage divider:

DT = Up/VT. (15)

Here DT is the ratio of the DUT, Up is the peak input
voltage, and VT is the measured peak output voltage of
the DUT. The input voltage is an impulse waveformthat
monotonically increases to the peak voltage Upand then
monotonically decreases, as shown in Fig. 5b. Up is
found either from simultaneous measurement with a
reference divider having ratioDRor a Kerr cell measure-

+- - -- - --. --- -- --.

ment system having temperature-corrected cell constant
Um2as

{

DR VR== UR
U=

P 1/2 _n Um2 = UK ,

(l6a)

(16b)

which gives for DT

{

(DR VR)/VT = f(DR' VR, VT)
DT=

n 112Um2/VT = f(n, Um2, VT)

(l7a)

(l7b)

where the peak output voltage of the reference divider is
VR and the fringe number at the voltage peak is n. The
standard uncertainty in the unknown divider ratio DT is
estimated by applying to Eq. (15) the law of propagation
of uncertainty, which in general form is [8]

N

8~(y) = 2: (af/ ax;)2 82(x;)
;-1

N-I N

+ 2 2: 2: (af/ax;) (af/aXj) 8(x;, Xj)' (18)
;-1 j-;+I

It defines the relationship between the combined stan-
dard uncertainty in the output quantity y, uc(y), and the
quantities 8(x;), which are the standard uncertainties of
the input quantities Xi. The second term in the above
equation sums to zero over many measurements if the
input quantities are uncorrelated, which is true in the
two cases described by Eqs. (l7a) and (l7b).

6.1 Uncertainties for Divider-Divider Comparisons

Applying the law of propagation of uncertainty to
Eq. (l7a), the uncertainty in the DUT ratio is foundfrom
comparison with the reference divider output to be

82(DT) = (VR/VT)2 . 82(DR) + (DR/vTf . 82(VR)

+ (DRVR/V1Y . 82(VT), (l9a)

or when written in relative form

8r2(DT)= 8~(DR)+ 8~(VR)+ 8~(VT), (l9b)

where 8~(DT)== 82(DT)/Df, 8;(DR) == 82(DR)/D~, 8~(VR) ==

~2 2 d ~2 ~2 2 Th
.

U (VR)/VR, an Ur(VT) ==U (VT)/VT. ese equatIons show
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that the uncertainty in the unknown divider ratio de-
pends on the uncertainties in the reference divider ratio,
the reference divider output voltage,and the test divider
output voltage.

The relative uncertainties in output voltages 8r(VR)
and 8r(VT)in Eqs. (19a) and (19b) are the same in
magnitude since the same technique and equipment are
used in both measurements. If the divider ratios of the

test and reference dividers are close, then their output
voltages are approximately the same. The output
voltages are measured using the pulse level line (PLL)
technique described in Sec. 2.2 and their associated
uncertainties are estimated by applying the law of prop-
agation of uncertainty to the defining equation for the
PLL method, as shown in Sec. 6.1.1.

One approach that has been used to estimate 8(DR)is
to determine the ratio at a lowdc voltage,where both the
input and output voltagescan be measured with a preci-
sion digital multimeter, and then perform a voltage lin-
earity check by measuring the peak output of the divider
as a function of the charging voltageof the high-voltage
generator [I]. Alternatively,the divider ratio can be cal-
culated from the measured component resistances to-
gether with the high-voltage linearity check [I]. Be-
cause of the instabilitiesand large uncertainties in the dc
high-voltage supply and the charging voltage meter,
nonlinearities in the high-voltage generator, corona,
switching energy dissipation, and other effects, these
approaches cannotbe used to reliablyestimate the refer-
ence divider uncertainty. In general, the divider ratio
uncertainties are much smal1erthan those of the genera-
tor and meter that are used to check voltage linearity, so
the overal1uncertainties are dominated by components
other than that of the divider ratio. However,8(DR)can
be indirectlyestimatedby taking the difference between
the amplitudes of the voltage peaks that are measured
simultaneouslyusing a Kerr cel1(UK)and the reference
voltage divider (UR),as wiHbe shown in Sec. 6.1.2.

6.1.1 Divider Output Voltage Measurement
Uncertainties The uncertainties in the peak output
voltages for the test and reference dividers, 8(VT)and
8(VR),have the same magnitude for the reasons cited
above. To estimate these uncertainties the general rela-
tionship between the measured peak output voltage Vp
and the reference voltage levels for the PLL technique
are used [II]:

Vp= VI + (V2 - VI) (hp - hl)/(h2- hI), (20)

where hp is the measured height of Vp,hI is the measured
height of pulse level line 1, h2 is the measured height of
pulse level line 2, VI is reference voltage 1, and V2 is
reference voltage 2. The standard uncertainty 8(Vp) is
found by applying the law of propagation of uncertainty

to Eq. (20):

82(Vp)= {[(h2- hp)2+ (hp - hli]/(h2 - hl)2}82(V)

+ {[(V2 - VI)2/(h2 - hl)4][(h2 - hl)2

+ (h2- hp? + (hp- hl)2]} 82(h). (21)

Terms containing 8(VI) and 8(V2) have been combined
since these uncertainties have the same magnitude,

which is designated 8(V) = 18(VI)1= 18(V2)1.Similarly,
terms containing 8(hl), 8(hp), and 8(h2) have also been
combined in Eq. (21) using 8(h) == 18(hl)1 = 18(hp)1 =
18(h2)1.

The standarduncertainty in the height measurements
8(h) is estimated to be 0.0025 cm. The standard uncer-
tainties in the voltage measurements 8(V) is taken from
the manufacturer's specifications to be 0.01 % of V.
Using the values given in Table 3 for the heights and
reference voltages, the uncertainty in Vpis estimated
from Eq. (22) to be between 0.001 V and 0.033 V over
the 10 kV to 300 kV range for input voltages. The
relative uncertainty in Vp, 8r (Vp) == 8(Vp)/Vp,is less than
0.06 %. Typical heights are hI = 7.369 cm, h2= 7.569
cm, and hp= 7.656 cm, and the reference voltagesVIand
V2usual1ydiffer by less than 4 % of their mean.

6.1.2 Reference Divider Ratio Uncertainty The
uncertainty of the reference voltage divider ratio 8(DR)
is evaluated indirectly through a series of simultaneous
measurements made with the divider and a Kerr cell.
The difference in the peak voltage simultaneouslymea-
sured by the Kerr cel1and reference divider is

dUKR == UK - UR = n 1/2Um2- DRVR, (22)

where Um2 is the temperature-corrected Kerr cel1
constant and n is the fringe number described in Sec. 3.
Solving Eq. (22) for the divider ratio DR one obtains

DR = [nl/2 Um2 - (UK - UR )]/VR . (23)

The standard uncertainty for the reference divider ratio
is

8(DR)= {[U~2/(4n\1)]82(n) + (n/\1)82(Um2)

+ 82(UK- UR)/\1 + (m/V~)82(VR)}I/2, (24a)

and the relative standard uncertainty for this divider ratio
is

8r(DR) = (UK/UR ) {[(8~(n)/4) + 8~(Um2)]

+ 8~(UK- UR) + 8~(VR)}112, (24b)
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with 8~(UK- UR) == 82(UK- UR)IU~, 8~(n) == 82(n)/n2,
and 8~(Um2)== 8~(Um2)IU~2.Note that the relative stan-
dard uncertainty 8r(UK- UR) in the difference of the two
peak voltage measurements is not defined as the uncer-
tainty of the difference divided by the difference, but
rather as the uncertainty of the difference divided by the
peak input voltage URdetermined by the divider.

Equation (24b) showsthat the relativestandarduncer-
tainty of the reference divider ratio can be estimated
from estimates of the relative uncertainties of the Kerr
measurement parameters 8r(n) and 8r(Um2)'the differ-
ence of the peak voltages 8r(UK- UR), and the reference
divider output voltage 8r(VR).The uncertainty in the
output voltage was estimated in the previoussection and
the Kerr measurement parameter uncertainties are esti-
mated in the following section. The uncertainty of the
differenceof peak input voltages is estimated from mea-
surement data. The expanded uncertainty for the test
divider is estimated in Sec. 6.1.4.

6.1.3 Kerr Cell Measurement Uncertain-
ties The determination of the test divider ratio is per-
formed with the Kerr cell at temperature T2which in
general is different from the temperature TI at which the
calibration was performed, but can be calculated using
[19]:

Um2 == Uml(BIIB2)1/2 , (25)

where Bland B2 are the Kerr electro-optic coefficients
at temperatures TI and T2 , respectively,as discussed in
Sec. 3.1. The temperature dependence of the Kerr coef-
ficient of nitrobenzene was measured by Hebner and
Misakian, who fit the resultant data to a curvedescribed

--- -- ---.---..----

by [19]

B(T) ==ao + al '11 + a2 '12. (26)

From Eq. (26) the standard uncertainty of Um2is

82(Um2)== «B2IBI) . U~d4) 82(BIIB2), (27a)

which can be rewritten in relative terms as

8/( Um2) == 8~(B IIB2)/4 , (27b )

using 8~(Um2) == 82(Um2)IU~2and 8~(BdB2) == 82(BIIB2)1

(B IIB2)2.Because in the series of measurements used for
the statistical evaluation of 8r(UK - UR), the calculation
of UK is made with either one of the two constants Uml

given in Table4, there is no componentof uncertainty in
Uml due to random effects in this evaluation,i.e., Uml is
constant and has no statistical variations in these tests.

The uncertainties in Umldue to systematic effects are
taken into account in the estimation of the combined
measurement uncertainty of UK,but these are believed
to be small, as discussed in the next section.

The expression for fringe number n in terms of the
intensity In corresponding to n and the maximum and
baseline intensities 1mand 10is

n ==

{

N + ~ sin-I ~, N even,

2 . -I 1M: dd
N +1 - ;: sm 'J XI: , No,

653 (28)

Thble. 3. Typical values of divider measurement parameters

Parameter Value Equation number

Peak input voltage Up, UK, UR 10 kV to 300 kV I, 15, 16a, 16b, 22, 23, 24a, 24b, 38

DR 5250 1,2, 16a, 19a, 22, 23, 40
Voltage divider ratio

Dr 5100 to 5300 15, 17a, 17b

VR, VR, VT 1.9 V to 58.8 V 1,2,15,16, 17a, 17b, 19a, 20, 22, 23,
Peak output voltage

24a, 39, 42

hi 7.369 em 20, 21
Height measurements

(from photographs) hp 7.569 em 20,21

h2 7.656 em 20,21

Reference de voltage VI> V2 1.86 V to 61.8 V 20,21
measurements
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Thble 4. Typical values of Kerr cell measurement parameters

Kerr cell
mesurement

parameters

Height
measurements

(from photographs)

where dIn = In -/0 and dIm = 1m-/0. The uncertainty in
n is found from Eq. (28) to be

82(n) = {(l/7T2)[l/(dIn/ dIm) - (dIn/ dImi]} 82(dIndIm).

(29)

The intensities In, 1m,and 10are determined from a pho-
tograph of the output of the photodetector displayed on
the storage oscilloscope. They are measured in terms of

the heights on the photograph just as the output voltages
VR are measured.Theratiois foundas

dIn = In - 10 = k(hn - ho),

dIm = 1m-/0 = k(hm - ho),

and

dIn/ dIm = (In -10)/( 1m-/0) = (hn - ho)/(hm- ho),

(30)

where hn, ho, and hmare the measured heights of the
intensity traces corresponding to fringe number n, the
baseline intensity level, and the maximum intensity
level, respectively.The constant k includes the electro-
optic efficiency of the photodetector, the trans-
impedance of the amplifier circuit, and the oscilloscope
scale factors, but because a ratio is used in Eq. (30), the
factor k cancels since it is reasonable to assume that it

-- ---

is the same for In, 1m,and 10.Thus the uncertainty in the
ratio dI J dIm depends only on the uncertainty in the
height measurements

82(dIn/dIm) = (hm- hot2 82(hn)

+ [(hn - hm)/(hm- ho)2f82(ho)

+ [- (hn- ho)/(hm- ho)2f 82(hm). (31)

As for the PLL technique, the standarduncertainties for
aU of the height measurements have the same magni-
tude, designated 8(h), so that the terms in Eq. (31) can
be combined to give

82(dIJ dIm) = {[(hm - ho)2 + (hn - hm)2

+ (ho - hn)2]/(hm - ho)4} 82(h), (32)

Substituting Eq. (32) into Eq. (29) yields

82(n) = {[(hm - ho)2 + (hn - hm)2

+ (ho - hn)2]/ [7T2 X (1 - [(hn - ho)/(hm- ho)])

X [(hn- ho)/(hm- ho)]X (hm- hO)4)]}82(h). (33)

654

Parameter Yalue Equation number
-

N 2to80 10, II, 28
n 2.40 to 80.25 10, 11, 16b, 17b, 22, 23, 24a, 28, 39, 42

Urn1 6386 Y, 46770 Y 8, 25, 27a, 40

Urn2 6449 Y, 46390 Y 8, 16b, 17b, 22, 23, 24a, 2S, 42, 43

BI 3.27 X 10-12m/y2, 8,2S, 27 a, 34, 39

B2 3.22 X 10-12m/y2, 8, 2S, 27a, 34, 39
ao 6.128 X 10-12m/y2 26, 34, 3S, 36, 37
£rl -S.287 X 10-9 K2 26,34, 3S, 36, 37

£r2 1.310 X 10-6 K2 mJV2 26,34, 3S,36, 37

TI 294.9 K to 297.4 K 34,3S,36,37

T2 296.1 K to 296.S K 34, 3S, 36, 37

l1Inll1Irn 0.03 to 1.00 28,29,30

ho 0.216 em 30,31,32,33

hn 2.289 em to 6.472 em 30,31,32,33
hrn 6.48 em 30,31,32,33
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The above equation does not contain an uncertainty
term for the integer fringe number N shown in Eq. (28)
because 'O(N)is zero; an error in counting the integer
number of fringes in a Kerr trace would be immediately
detected in the large difference UK- URthat would re-
sult. The uncertainty in n then depends upon the heights
of the intensity traces measured from the oscilloscope
photograph which determine the fractional component
of n and on the uncertainty of the height measurements
'O(h),but not upon the integercomponentN. For the
typical height values given in Table 3 and for the stan-
dard uncertainty 'O(h)of 0.025 cm as used previouslyin
the PLL output voltagecalculation in Sec. 2.2, the stan-
dard uncertainty in n ranges from 0.05 to 0.25, which
corresponds to a relative standard uncertainty in n,
'Or(n),of less than 0.02 % over the voltage range used.

The standard uncertainty in the Kerr cell constant at
the divider calibrationtemperatureT2 in Eq. (27b)
depends on the relative standard uncertainty in the ratio
of the Kerr coefficients 'Or(B.tB2).To determine the rela-
tive standard uncertainty 'Or(Um2),Eq. (26) is used to
obtain the ratio:

B1/B2== (ao + al111 + a2 112)/(ao + al121 + a2122).

(34)

The standard uncertainty is then

'02(B1/B2) == [(aI112 + 2a2TI-3)/B2]2 '02(TI)

+ [(B1/B~)(al122 + 2a2T23)]2'02(T2). (35)

The same values of ao, ah and a2are used for measure-
ments at all Kerr cell temperatures and therefore there is
no random component of uncertainty. The systematic
component of uncertainty is believed to be negligible
because of the excellentagreementbetween the simulta-
neous Kerr cell and reference voltage divider measure-
ments made for cell temperatures between 293.6 K to
297.3 K. Any error in the values of ao, ah and a2 used
would result in either a monotonic increase or decrease

in the difference between the peak voltage determined
with the two measurement systemsas the Kerr cell tem-
perature changed, but only random changes in this dif-
ference were seen; no systematictrends in the data were
observed. The uncertainties of the temperature coeffi-
cients are therefore negligible.

The magnitudes of the standard uncertainty of the
measured temperatures TI and T2are the same and des-
ignated 'O(T),so Eq. (35) reduces to

'02(B1/B2) =={[(aITI-2 + 2a2TI-3)/B2]2

+ [(B.tB~)(aIT2-2 + 2a2123)]2} '02(T) (36)

or in relative form

'O~(B1/B2) =={[(aITI-2 + 2a2TI-3)/Blf

+ [(aIT2-2 + 2a2T23)/B2]2}'02(T), (37)

with 'Or(B1/B2)== 'O(B1/B2)/(B1/B2).

6.1.4 Test Divider Ratio Uncertainty The rela-
tive standarduncertainty for the reference divider found
by substituting Eq. (27b) into Eq. (24b) is

'Or(DR) ==(UK/UR) {['O~(n) + 'O~(B.tB2)]/4

+ 'O~(UK - UR) + 'O~(VR) }1/2 . (38)

An estimate for the relative standard uncertainty of the
difference of the peak voltages measured by the Kerr
cell and reference divider, 'Or(UK- UR)/UR,of 0.15 %
has been obtained from the sample standarddeviationof
a series of measurements covering the voltage range
from 10 kV to 300 kV. Using this estimate and the
values for the other parameters and their uncertainties
listed in Tables3 through 6, 'Or(DR)is calculated to be at
most 0.17 %.

The estimate for 'Or(DR)is made using components
of uncertainty due to random effects and does not
include components due to systematic effects, which
are believedto be negligible.This conclusionis based on
the evaluation of the difference of the peak voltages
(UK- UR)/UR,which for this series of measurementshas
a mean of less than 0.1 %. The difference in peak
voltage measurements given in Eq. (22) can be recast
using Eq. (25) as

~UKR == [n(B1/B2)]1/2 ~Uml - ~R VR, (39)

where ~Uml and ~R are the systematic errors of the
cell constant and reference divider ratio, respectively,
and UR == DRVR == [n(B1/B2)]1/2 Uml. Using nl/2 == Up/Um2

== Up/[Uml(BI/B2)1I2],Eq. (39) becomes

~UKR.r== ~Uml/Uml - ~RlDR, (40)

with ~UKR.r==~UKRlUP'It is possible that the relative
errors in the cell constant and divider ratio are both large
and that only their difference in Eq. (40) is small, but
this is unlikely; it would mean that there would be a
significant difference between the low voltage divider
ratio calculated from the component resistances, or the
low voltage dc ratio, and the ratio at the high voltages
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used in this comparison. Such a difference may arise
from heating and voltage effects, but it is unlikely that
these effects would result in a constantdivider ratio over
the high voltage range covered here. A constant differ-
ence in Eq. (40) for a divider ratio that changes with
voltage wouldmean that the cell constant would have to
change equally,but this would indicate either a change
in the physicaldimensions of the cell or a change in the
Kerr liquid temperature. No temperature changes have
been measured during the comparison testing that
would indicate such a phenomenon is actually occur-
ring. Additionally, a large change in the divider ratio
from low voltage to high voltage would be seen in the
Kerr waveform fit to the measured output voltage,

Thble S. Standard uncertainties of comparison parameters

shown in Fig. 6, for which the constant low-voltage
divider ratio was used. If the divider ratio were voltage
dependent, the fit at the start of the trace (the lower
voltagevalues) wouldbe good, but the fit near the peak
(the highest voltage values) would be poor, which is not
the case as is clearly seen from the figure. Although the
fitted waveformdoes not match the measured waveform
at the points corresponding to the peak voltage in Fig. 6,
the relative difference in the fringe numbers calculated
from the two waveforms is less than 0.02 %. Simulta-

neous measurements with other pulse voltage dividers
show similar excellent agreement. It is therefore con-
cluded that the relative errors in both the divider ratio
and the cell constant are insignificant.

Standard uncertainty Values Equation numberType of uncertainty

8(h)

8(V)

8(Vp), 8(VR), 8(VT)

8(DR)

8(~)

8(n)

8(Um2)

8(UK - UR)

8(BdB2)

8(MnIMm)

8(T)

2.5 x 10-5 m

0.0002 V to 0.0059 V

0.001 V to 0.035 V

8.9

9.7 to 10.1

0.003 to 0.05

5.77 V to 41.40 V

17Vt051OV

0.00 179 to 0.00 185

0.0007 to 0.0008

0.05 K

A

B

B

B

B

B

B

B

B

B

B

21,31,32,33
21

19a, 24a, 42

2, 19a, 24a

19a, 42

24a, 29, 33, 42

24a, 27a, 42

24a

27a, 35, 36

29,31,32

36,37

Thble 6. Relative standard uncertainties of comparison parameters

- - - - -- - - -
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Relative standard uncertainty Maximum value Type of uncertainty Equation number

(%)

8r(V) 0.01 B 22

8(Vp), 8(VR), 8(VT) 0.06 B 19b, 24b, 38,41,43

8r(DR) 0.17 B 19b, 24b, 38, 41

8r<DT) 0.19 B 19b, 41, 43

8r<n) 0.02 B 13, 24b, 38, 43

8r(Um2) 0.05 B 24b, 27b, 43

8r<UK- UR) 0.15 A 24b, 38

8r<B.1B2) 0.09 B 27b,37,38
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The estimate of the combined standard uncertainty
for the unknown divider ratio from Eq. (19b) is foundto
be

8r(DT) = [8~(DR) + 2 8~(Vp)]1/2, (41)

where the magnitude of 8r(VT)and 8r(VR)are the same
and designated 8r(Vp).With the parameter and uncer-
tainty values from Tables 3 through 6, 8r(DT)is calcu-
lated to be 0.19 %. Using a coveragefactor of k = 2 the
expanded relative uncertainty in the test divider ratio is
0.38 %.

6.2 Uncertainties for Divider-Kerr Cell Com-
parison

Applying the law of propagation of uncertainties to
Eq. (17b), the uncertainty in the test divider ratio found
through comparison with a Kerr cell is

82(DT) = [Um2/(4n . VT)] 82(n) + (n/VT) 82(Um2)

+ (n . U~2/Vt)82(VT), (42)

or in relative form

8~(DT ) = 8~(n)/4 + 8~(Um2)+ 8~(VT). (43)

The uncertainty in the temperature-corrected cell con-
stant Um2calculated in the previous sections only
accounts for components arising from random effects.
Systematic effects are also considered to be negligible
for the reasons given in the previoussections. Using the
values for 8r(n) and 8r(Um2)in Table 6 based on the
derivations given in the previous sections and the
parameter values in Table3, the relativestandarduncer-
tainty 8r(DT)in the test divider ratio is 0.11 %. This
gives a total relative expanded uncertainty of less than
0.22 % usinga coveragefactorof k = 2.
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